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[1] The wind power input to near-inertial (NI) motions
is studied using a global eddy-permitting ocean general
circulation model. The model is forced by high- (1-hourly,
at 0.35° resolution) and low-resolution (6-hourly, at 1.875°
resolution) wind data. A change from low- to high-resolution
forcing results in an increase in NI kinetic energy by a
factor three and raises the wind-generated power input to NI
motions from 0.3 TW to 1.1 TW. Time and space filtering
of the wind fields yield less kinetic energy, with a larger drop
from time filtering. This strong sensitivity to wind forcing
points to a possible underestimation of the wind-generated
energy available for deep ocean mixing in previous
studies based on low-resolution winds. Citation: Rimac, A.,
J.-S. von Storch, C. Eden, and H. Haak (2013), The influence
of high-resolution wind stress field on the power input to
near-inertial motions in the ocean, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40,
4882–4886, doi:10.1002/grl.50929.

1. Introduction
[2] It has long been known that the ocean kinetic energy

spectrum reveals a pronounced maximum near the inertial
frequency [e.g., Munk, 1981]. The near-inertial (NI) waves
are excited by winds and are an important source for oceanic
mixing. About 2 TW of power input, mainly supplied by
winds and tides, are required for mixing to sustain the global
general circulation in the ocean [Munk and Wunsch, 1998;
Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004]. However, the exact magnitude
of the wind-induced power input to NI motions and the
relative importance of tidal and wind forcing is under debate.

[3] The wind power input to NI motions has often been
studied using realistic wind stress products but simplified
ocean dynamics (slab ocean models), with varying estimates
of the globally integrated rates: Alford [2001] found 0.3 TW.
Watanabe and Hibiya [2002], who introduced an amplifica-
tion factor for inertial current velocity, found 0.7 TW. Alford
[2003] estimated 0.5 TW and attributed the former, larger
result to an inadequate sea ice mask and a constant damp-
ing parameter. Plueddemann and Farrar [2006] pointed
out that slab ocean models do not account for the energy
lost due to vertical shear instability and therefore may sys-
tematically overestimate the wind work. Furthermore, slab
ocean models miss the energy radiating into the deep ocean
[Furuichi et al., 2008]. Using an Ocean General Circulation
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Model (OGCM) with the vertical mixing scheme by Mellor
[2003] and forced with 6-hourly wind stress field, Furuichi
et al. [2008] estimated 0.4 TW, while Simmons and Alford
[2012] recently found a global wind-generated power input
of 0.4 TW using an OGCM with a shear-driven entrainment
scheme [Jackson et al., 2008] and a refined bulk mixed layer
scheme [Hallberg, 2003].

[4] The wind power input to NI motions, for slab ocean
models, is sensitive to the resolution of the wind stress
field. For instance, Jiang et al. [2005] used 6-hourly wind
stress fields and found an increase in the kinetic energy flux
with increasing horizontal resolution. However, Klein et al.
[2004] pointed out the importance of temporal resolution by
showing a 20% decrease in the NI energy integrated over the
water column when wind stress fields are changed from 3- to
6-hourly mean values. D’Asaro [1985] and Niwa and Hibiya
[1999] showed that insufficient time resolution of the wind
stress field may lead to aliasing errors.

[5] These different estimates indicate the need for sys-
tematically reconsidering the wind power input using a
realistic OGCM and wind stress fields at higher time and
space resolutions. We use the Max Planck Institute Ocean
Model (MPIOM) with two different wind stress forcing:
one from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) reanalysis and one from the Climate Forecast Sys-
tem Reanalysis (CFSR). We address the following questions:
Is the kinetic energy of NI motions enhanced when high-
resolution wind stress forcing fields are used? If so, is this
due to a higher level of overall wind variability or due to
a better spatial or temporal resolution of the wind forcing?
And finally, what is the magnitude of the wind power input
to NI motions?

2. The Ocean Model and the Experiments
[6] MPIOM [Marsland et al., 2003] is a global OGCM

based on the primitive equations, thus including the hydro-
static and Boussinesq approximation [Olbers et al., 2012].
It has about 0.4° resolution and 40 levels. A primitive
equation model can correctly simulate long NI motions
that fall into the hydrostatic regime [Gill, 1982; Simmons
and Alford, 2012]. Nonhydrostatic effects on gravity waves
with wavelength at our model resolution remain small,
even in the deep ocean at weak stratification. However, for
a better simulation of the vertical propagation of the NI
waves, higher spatial resolution of the model is necessary.
MPIOM uses the Richardson number-dependent mixing
scheme [Pacanowski and Philander, 1981]. It also includes
an additional parametrization for the wind-induced stirring,
which is a function of local 10 m wind speed, it decays expo-
nentially with depth, and depends on the local static stability.
The mixing scheme provides a more realistic dissipation of
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NI energy in the upper ocean and a more realistic simulation
of the Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) than a slab ocean model
with a simple Rayleigh drag does. The simulated mean MLD
is in broad agreement with that derived from Polar Sci-
ence Center Hydrographic Climatology (PHC) [Steele et al.,
2001] (not shown). Jochum et al. [2013] showed that NI
waves induce MLD deepening. On the other hand, the MLD
in our model does not depend on NI motions. Therefore, the
strength of NI motions, which depends on the resolution of
the wind forcing, does not significantly change the MLD.

[7] A series of experiments are performed by driving
MPIOM with the same surface fluxes of heat and fresh
water but different wind stress forcing (Table 1). The heat
and fresh water (precipitation minus evaporation) fluxes are
derived from the 6-hourly NCEP reanalysis on T63 grid
(1.875° resolution) [Kalnay et al., 1996]. The fresh water
flux is supplemented by daily river discharges on T106
grid (1.125° resolution). Experiment NCEP is forced by
6-hourly wind stress on T63 grid [Kalnay et al., 1996].
Experiment CFSR is forced by 1-hourly wind stress on T383
grid (0.35° resolution) [Saha et al., 2010]. The remaining
experiments are divided into two sets. The first set (exper-
iment TFX: TF04, TF06, TF12, and TF24) uses the CFSR
wind stress field at its original spatial resolution but tem-

Table 1. Experiment Name, Temporal and Spatial Resolution of
the Wind Stress Data Used to Force the Ocean Model MPIOM

Experiment Name Temporal Resolution Spatial Resolution

NCEP 6-hourly T63 grid
CFSR 1-hourly T383 grid
TF04 4-hourly T383 grid
TF06 6-hourly T383 grid

TFX: TF12 12-hourly T383 grid
TF24 daily T383 grid
SF0.7 1-hourly 0.7°grid
SF1.1 1-hourly 1.125°grid

SFX: SF1.8 1-hourly 1.875°grid
SF2.8 1-hourly 2.8°grid

porally filtered by sampling the CFSR wind stress every 4,
6, 12, and 24 h, respectively. The second set (experiment
SFX: SF0.7, SF1.1, SF1.8, and SF2.8) uses the CFSR wind
stress field at its original temporal resolution but spatially
filtered to a coarser grid using nearest neighbor interpola-
tion. The resulting wind stress fields have resolutions of
about 0.7°, 1.125°, 1.875°, and 2.8°, respectively. These fil-
ters (subsampling and nearest neighbor) essentially preserve
the total variance of the CFSR winds [von Storch et al.,

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the near-inertial (NI) kinetic energy calculated from the bandpass-filtered model velocities
taken from experiments (a) NCEP and (b) CFSR in m2 s–2.
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Figure 2. (left) Zonal mean difference in wind stress variance between experiment CFSR and experiments (a) TFX and
(b) SFX normalized by the respective wind stress variance in experiment CFSR. (right) Zonal mean difference in the near-
inertial kinetic energy between experiment CFSR and experiments (c) TFX and (d) SFX normalized by the near-inertial
kinetic energy from experiment CFSR.

2007, appendix], allowing a better comparison of experi-
ments SFX with experiments TFX. The different forcing
fields are linearly interpolated in space using weighted aver-
ages of the four nearest grid points to the model grid and in
time from the reanalysis to the model time step of 1 h. The
reduction of wind stress variance in experiments TFX and
SFX, relative to experiment CFSR, is shown in Figures 2a
and 2b. In all experiments, variance changes due to the dif-
ferently filtered winds are moderate and mostly below 30%.
Two features are evident. First, the variance changes in wind
stress field are larger in experiments TFX than in exper-
iments SFX. Second, for experiments TFX, the variance
changes are larger at the midlatitudes and high latitudes than
in the tropical and subtropical regions.

[8] Although we make a separation in spatial and tempo-
ral variations of the wind field, it is possible that small-scale
features, after being advected by the mean wind, appear
as temporal variability. Our filtering method cannot sepa-
rate such different sources of variability. By filtering out the
spatial or the temporal variations in the wind forcing and
allowing the ocean to freely respond to this, we are only
able to assess the relative importance of temporal and spatial
variations of winds in generating NI motions in the ocean,
regardless of their generation mechanism. The experiments
are carried out for the period of 2004 to 2005. Hourly output
is stored. For the analysis we use the last year (2005) and
first-model level (at 6 m).

3. Results
[9] The kinetic energy of NI motions is estimated as the

variance of the anticyclonically rotating velocity vector at
frequency, !, defined as 0.7f < ! < 1.3f, where f denotes

the local inertial frequency. We choose this frequency range
to be consistent with the study of Furuichi et al. [2008]. We
concentrate on anticyclonically rotating variance, because it
is a key feature of near-inertial motions. The calculation is
done for each 3 month season of 2005, and the seasonal
average is presented in Figure 1.

[10] In experiments NCEP and CFSR, the NI kinetic
energy (Figure 1) shows a pronounced maximum around
35°–50° in the midlatitude storm tracks, consistent with
Alford [2001], Watanabe and Hibiya [2002], Alford [2003],
Furuichi et al. [2008], Simmons and Alford [2012], and
Jochum et al. [2013]. The maximum along 30° is a result of
a strong daily cycle in the buoyancy forcing.

[11] Forcing the ocean model with higher-resolution wind
stresses causes the NI kinetic energy to increase (Figure 1b
versus Figure 1a). The globally averaged value increases
from 0.006 m2s–2 in experiment NCEP to 0.02 m2s–2 in
experiment CFSR. The increased values are comparable to
the local observational estimates at the five positions found
by Plueddemann and Farrar [2006]. Furthermore, the mag-
nitude of the NI kinetic energy and the global mean NI
velocity is comparable to observations by Chaigneau et al.
[2008] and Elipot and Lumpkin [2008] (not shown).

[12] We analyze experiments TFX and SFX to under-
stand the cause of the differences in NI energy levels
between experiments CFSR and NCEP. Relative to exper-
iment CFSR, the reduction in NI kinetic energy increases
under increasingly strong filtering in time and space of the
wind stress field (Figures 2c and 2d). When normalized by
the NI energy in experiment CFSR, wind stress forcing sam-
pled every 4 h (TF04) generates 40% less kinetic energy at
high latitudes than hourly wind stress forcing does. Using
a very coarse temporal filter, TF24, the NI kinetic energy
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the wind power input to near-inertial (NI) motions calculated as the cross-spectrum
between current velocities and wind stress and integrated over the NI frequency range in *10–3 Wm–2. A Daniell estima-
tor is used to estimate the cross-spectrum [von Storch and Zwiers, 1999]. Note that the method based on the integrated
cross-spectrum (defined by a raw cross-periodogram) is identical to the method based on data filtered in respect to the same
frequency range.

decreases by 84% on average and the decrease reaches about
100% poleward of 30°, meaning that NI motions are entirely
filtered out there. The reduction in NI kinetic energy induced
by spatially filtered wind stress fields is much more mod-
erate. The results indicate that temporal scales of the wind
stress play a more important role in generating NI motions
than spatial scales.

[13] The dominance of temporal scales over spatial scales
results from the fact that the time rate of change of NI
motions is forced by the winds so that the spectrum of the
velocity �vel(!) and that of wind stress �� (!) in the absence
of friction satisfies

�vel(!) �
�� (!)

(! + f )2 , (1)

with a resonance at the inertial frequency, ! = – f. In exper-
iment TF24, wind stress variations on time scales shorter
than 24 h are strongly suppressed. Consequently, �� (!)
essentially vanishes for |!| >1/24 cycles per hour and no sig-
nificant inertial kinetic energy is excited poleward of 30° lat-
itudes. In experiments TF12, TF06, and TF04, the amplitude

Table 2. Experiment Name and Globally Integrated Wind-
generated Power Input to NI Motions

Experiment Name Wind Power Input (TW)

NCEP 0.3
CFSR 1.1
TF04 0.9
TF06 0.7

TFX: TF12 0.4
TF24 0.2
SF0.7 1.0
SF1.1 1.0

SFX: SF1.8 0.9
SF2.8 0.7

of �� (!) at |!| >1/24 cycles per hour increases noticeably
poleward of 30° latitudes. The resonance response, which
results in finite inertial kinetic energy in the presence of
friction, becomes increasingly evident. Similar resonance
behavior cannot be identified for wave number spectra.

[14] Finally, we calculate the wind power input to NI
motions using the cross-spectrum between velocity and wind
stress integrated over the NI frequency range (0.7 f < ! <
1.3 f ). The spatial distribution of the wind power input to NI
motions (Figure 3) reaches maximum of about 0.02 W/m2

in the storm track regions in experiment CFSR. Integrated
globally, this value amounts to 1.1 TW (Table 2). The lat-
ter value is more than three times higher than in experiment
NCEP (0.3 TW). The power input in the experiments TFX
and SFX decreases with coarser resolution, but the decrease
is more pronounced in experiments TFX.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[15] In this study, we address the influence of wind stress

forcing on the generation of near-inertial (NI) motions in
the ocean by driving a global eddy-permitting OGCM with
the same fluxes of heat and fresh water but with wind stress
of different spatial and temporal resolutions. The NI kinetic
energy increases with increasing resolution in wind stress
forcing (Figure 1). Its area-averaged value is three times
higher (up to a factor four in the storm track regions) in
experiment CFSR (forced by high-resolution wind stress: 1-
hourly wind stress on T383 grid) than in experiment NCEP
(forced by low-resolution wind stress: 6-hourly wind stress
on T63 grid). The wind power input to NI motions is 1.1
TW in experiment CFSR, which is three times higher than in
experiment NCEP (Table 2). Time filtering of the CSFR data
affects the NI kinetic energy stronger than space filtering of
the same data (Figure 2). This suggests that high-frequency
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temporal variations in the wind stress field are more effi-
cient in generating NI wave energy than small-scale spatial
variations in the wind stress field.

[16] The impact of the resolution of the wind forcing has
been studied using a slab ocean model by Klein et al. [2004]
who attributed their findings to better temporal resolution of
the wind stress field, while Jiang et al. [2005] stressed the
importance of horizontal resolution. On the other hand, we
analyze combinations of different spatial and temporal res-
olutions using an OGCM and attribute the increased wind
power input to the better temporal resolution of the CFSR
winds compared to the NCEP winds. To conclude, there is a
strong sensitivity of the wind power input to NI motions rel-
ative to the resolution of the wind stress forcing. This points
to a possible underestimation of the energy available for the
deep ocean mixing and a need for improved estimates using
more sophisticated ocean models and wind stress fields at
higher spatial and temporal resolutions.
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